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ABSTRACT
Summary: Recent advances in sequencing technologies have revolutionized genetic studies. Although high-coverage sequencing can uncover most variants present in the sequenced sample, low-coverage
sequencing is appealing for its cost effectiveness. Here, we present
AbCD (arbitrary coverage design) to aid the design of sequencingbased studies. AbCD is a user-friendly interface providing
pre-estimated effective sample sizes, specific to each minor allele frequency category, for designs with arbitrary coverage (0.5–30) and
sample size (20–10 000), and for four major ethnic groups (Europeans,
Africans, Asians and African Americans). In addition, we also present
two software tools: ShotGun and DesignPlanner, which were used to
generate the estimates behind AbCD. ShotGun is a flexible short-read
simulator for arbitrary user-specified read length and average depth,
allowing cycle-specific sequencing error rates and realistic read depth
distributions. DesignPlanner is a full pipeline that uses ShotGun to
generate sequence data and performs initial SNP discovery, uses
our previously presented linkage disequilibrium-aware method to call
genotypes, and, finally, provides minor allele frequency-specific effective sample sizes. ShotGun plus DesignPlanner can accommodate
effective sample size estimate for any combination of high-depth
and low-depth data (for example, whole-genome low-depth plus
exonic high-depth) or combination of sequence and genotype data
[for example, whole-exome sequencing plus genotyping from existing
Genomewide Association Study (GWAS)].
Availability and implementation: AbCD, including its downloadable
terminal interface and web-based interface, and the associated tools
ShotGun and DesignPlanner, including documentation, examples and
executables, are available at http://www.unc.edu/yunmli/AbCD.html.
Contact: yunli@med.unc.edu
Received on November 13, 2012; revised on January 20, 2013;
accepted on January 22, 2013

1 INTRODUCTION
Massively parallel sequencing (MPS) technologies have transformed the field of genomic studies (Ansorge, 2009; Mardis,
2008; Metzker, 2010). High-coverage sequencing, which is able
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to detect essentially every variant present in the sequenced individuals (Coventry et al., 2010; Nelson et al., 2012), has been
successful for the identification of genetic variants causing
Mendelian diseases (Bamshad et al., 2011; Ionita-Laza et al.,
2011; Ng et al., 2010), but it remains cost prohibitive for large
samples required for the study of complex traits. Recent studies
(Flannick et al., 2012; Li et al., 2011; Pasaniuc et al., 2012) have
proposed low-coverage sequencing as a powerful alternative.
However, there are no resources or software tools that directly
evaluate the statistical power of an arbitrary coverage
sequencing-based design to quantitatively guide the design decisions. Here, we present AbCD (arbitrary coverage design), a
user-friendly interface with pre-estimated minor allele frequency
(MAF) and ethnicity-specific effective sample sizes—which is
directly associated with power of subsequent association studies
(Pritchard and Przeworski, 2001)—for a wide range of
sequencing-based designs with average sequencing depth ranging
from 0.5 to 30 and sample size ranging from 20 to 10 000. In
addition, we present ShotGun and DesignPlanner, two software
tools that generate the effective sample size estimates behind
AbCD. We anticipate AbCD and the two associated tools will
greatly facilitate the design of sequencing-based studies.

2
2.1

IMPLEMENTATION
AbCD

AbCD has four major features. First, it allows arbitrary coverage
sequencing with average coverage/depth (d) ranging from 0.5 to
30, so that low-, median- and high-coverage sequencing design
can be evaluated. Second, AbCD includes a wide range of
sequenced sample sizes (n), from 20 to 10 000. We have estimated
the MAF-specific effective sample sizes using actual simulations
when the number of sequenced individuals (n) takes the following
15 values: 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 2000,
4000, 6000, 8000 and 10 000. Simulations involved generation of
chromosomes using cosi (Schaffner et al., 2005) that mimics realistic linkage disequilibrium (LD) patterns and demographic histories consistent with real data, generation of short-read
sequence data and initial SNP discovery through ShotGun
from the simulated chromosomes and final LD-based variant
calling and effective sample size estimation using thunder
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reads follow a discrete uniform distribution in the targeted
region. However, stochastic and experimental limitations result
in over dispersed read depths across bases. Following the study
conducted by Sampson et al. (2011), we use a Gamma mixture of
Poisson’s to account for the overdispersion. The level of overdispersion is controlled by a shape parameter that can be specified
by the user; (iii) control false-positive rate. When simulating a
large number of individuals in a long region, it is desirable to
filter out base pairs that are unlikely to be polymorphic.
We
P
apply a multi-sample single-site statistic
i[MIi(MIi þ 1)],
where the sum is over all individuals, and MIi is the minor
allele count of the ith individual (Li et al., 2010). We use simulations to determine the empirical threshold for this statistic at
any user-specified false-positive rate and filter out bases unlikely
to be polymorphic accordingly.
DesignPlanner is a full pipeline from sequencing data simulation using ShotGun, to LD-based genotype calling, to effective
sample size estimation in different MAF categories in
DesignPlanner and to facilitate the design of MPS-based studies
not covered in AbCD.

2.2
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reviewing early versions of this manuscript.

ShotGun and DesignPlanner

ShotGun is a short-read simulator that can (i) allow cycle-specific
sequencing error rates. It is known that MPS data quality deteriorates with the biochemical reactions, such that nucleotides
called from cycles towards the end are usually of inferior quality
(Bansal et al., 2010). Therefore, it is important to allow
cycle-specific error rates to reflect this feature; (ii) handle over
dispersed read depth distribution. Ideally, the read depths follow a
Poisson distribution when the starting positions of sequence

Fig. 1. AbCD downloadable terminal interface: screenshot for the
designs with n ¼ 85, d ¼ 2 and ethnicity ¼ EU (Europeans)
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CONCLUSIONS

We present AbCD and two associated software tools (ShotGun
and DesignPlanner) to facilitate the design of arbitrary coverage
sequencing-based studies. Our software, tutorial and simulated
datasets are available at http://www.unc.edu/yunmli/AbCD.
html.
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